Insects

Each scrambled word is the name of an insect. Help Bobby Bug unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. letbebe
2. cosutl
3. ccktire
4. mostouiq
5. tallcpirare
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Insects

Each scrambled word is the name of an insect. Help Bobby Bug unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. paws

2. bbbumleee

3. flutebytr

4. gwaire

5. leaf
Insect Scramble Answer Key
Worksheet 1
Item 3457-1

Name ____________________

Insects

Each scrambled word is the name of an insect. Help Bobby Bug unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. letbe  
   ___________
   _beetle_

2. coatl  
   ___________
   _locust_

3. cktire  
   ___________
   _cricket_

4. mosiouq  
   ___________
   _mosquito_

5. tallcpirare  
   ___________
   _caterpillar_
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Insect Scramble #1 answer key

Insect Scramble Answer Key
Worksheet 2
Item 3457-2

Name ____________________

Insects

Each scrambled word is the name of an insect. Help Bobby Bug unscramble the words and write them on the sign.

1. paws  
   ___________
   _wasp_

2. bbumlee  
   ___________
   _bumblebee_

3. flutebytr  
   ___________
   _butterfly_

4. gwaire  
   ___________
   _earwig_

5. leaf  
   ___________
   _flea_
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Insect Scramble #2 answer key